
SPEECH AND ITS ROLE IN OUR SOCIETY ENGLISH LANGUAGE ESSAY

In this paper the problem of the standards of speech will be discussed. Also such questions as the language and
society, etiquette of speech.

English skills will also help you in any business venture you choose to follow. Still, the English language
could get its way because many speakers adopted it through assimilation cf. What is his address: correct or
icorrect? From its homeland, the United Kingdom, it has spread to other countries and continents like
America, Australia, New Zealand and Africa and became the lingua franca in many countries cf. For example,
in soccer games, the referee has to speak English in order to communicate with players from around the world.
There are required specialists-translators. These differences in the language of the people of the world have
served to limit inter-group communication and perpetuate social isolation. There exist such norms as lexical,
articulating phonic , grammatical, word-forming, morphological, syntactical. Sometimes an idea or concept is
hard to translate because the language has no words with which to express it. Its importance to the society lies
in the following: i Easy Social Contact: Firstly, it makes social contact easy. It is as great an error to hold that
at some period men are engaged in making and laying up expressions for their own future use and that of their
descendants, as that, at another period, succession shall find expression. Furthermore, its use was confined to
England and therefore its utility as the lingua franca of science and technology it was to claim in later
centuries was at that stage doubtful. When I first started to translate my favorite pop songs into German I
became more and more familiar with English. The latter is an equivalent to the Outer and Expanding Circles
cf. Our society that has non still mostly come to the inn regulations, already felt the demand for the
civilization of behaviour and communicating. It depends on the purpose why you will use English. In a lot of
ways, that time is already here. There was no uniformity of these signs or cries. Lexical regulations are fixed
in lexicons as an reading of the significance of words and their compatibility with other words, the staying
regulations are disclosed in manuals of grammar, literary linguistic communication, particular lexicons,
mention books. Finally, bilingual people have a better standard of living. Ability to do best usage of
communicative maps of linguistic communication signifiers what is called the criterions of address. The
importance of English in the modern world at the moment is quite large. I suggest watching as much TV as
you can, in English with English subtitles, and you will pick up conversational English in no time. Moises
Tercero There are three main reasons why English is important in our everyday life. And although they use it,
but they are non ever cognizant of the power of words â€” as destructive and originative. Possible reasons for
this development could have been that most of the colonists were English-speaking and this made other groups
adopt the language in order to be able to communicate with the majority. How do they differ from each other?
To do a decision we should ay that linguistic communication and address are non something frozen and
unchangeable. Some experts believe that the development of English was influenced by Celtic. In modern
linguistics, there are two degrees of human address criterions â€” the lowest and the highest. It is peculiarly of
import and valid in complex communicating state of affairss. Written and spoken language continued to
change. In order to accomplish the lucidity of look, the talker should endeavor to follow with several private
posits, such as to avoid vague looks, ambiguity, he should seek to be concise and organized. It raised man
from a savage state to the plane which he was capable of reaching. The tribes were made slaves and had to
work for the settlers under the permanent pressure of giving up their ways of lives and adopt new crops,
money and language cf. Finally, there is a look at the future of the English language in order to find out if the
influence will increase even more or be replaced by a different language. It can be even more powerful arm in
the custodies of the activists. Blum-Kulka said that if a individual does non acknowledge errors in the
pronunciation, in utilizing of signifiers of the words, in their formation and sentence construction, his address
is called correct.


